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DEBORA WAYNE is the Founder & CEO of The 
International Chronic Pain Institute. She is a 
world-renowned energy healer whose leading-
edge method, known as HighSpeed Healing™, 
has helped tens of thousands around the world 
to rapidly release Chronic Pain, Depression, 
Anxiety, Trauma, Battles with Weight, Binge-
Eating, Chronic Fatigue, Insomnia and other 
chronic conditions... without taking pills, doing 
PT and endless therapies, or giving up favorite 
foods.

A highly sought after speaker, and #1 Bestselling 
Author of “Why Do I Still Hurt? Debora has 
earned degrees and certifications in Psychology, 
Hypnotherapy, & Chemical Dependency 
Counseling, has 35+ years practicing and 
teaching Meditation, is a nationally recognized 
Glass Artist, a former professional Modern 
Dancer, Certified Yoga Instructor, and leads 
the Only Practitioner Training worldwide 
in her proprietary method known as 
HighSpeedHealing™.

@debora.wayne@deborawayneclubhouse

@deborawaynebiofieldhealinginstitute @deborawayne1/ @deborawayne/
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WEEKLY AWARENESS AND WINS! 

New Awareness - Ahh ha Moments 

What was your #1 New Awareness - Ahh ha Moments this week? What else are you 
discovering and becoming newly aware of?  

Wins and Success Stories 

What was your BIGGEST WIN for the week?  
What else occurred that you can CELEBRATE DAILY?

DISCLAIMER: The information, materials, and attachments contained herein are designed for educational purposes only and may not be reproduced in any manner 
or format without specific written permission from Debora Wayne, LLC. This information is not designed or intended to provide guarantees of any kind nor to be 
considered medical advice, medical diagnosis, or medical treatment. Debora Wayne, LLC, The Biofield Healing Institute®, International Chronic Pain Institute™ and 
any and all associates of Debora Wayne LLC, and/or The Biofield Healing Institute®, International Chronic Pain Institute™ shall not be responsible or liable for any 
medical, financial, or other claims inferred from these materials. You are solely responsible for continuing with your own medical treatment and care. Any statements 
have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. Results are affected by a number of factors over which we have no control. 
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